ABOUT US

- Over 25 years' experience in the manufacturing of heat treatment equipment, casting and non-ferrous metals equipment
- Manufacturer and supplier of complete processing lines
- Equipment adaptable to the Customer's needs
- Dynamic and qualified team
- After-sale services:
  - comprehensive warranty and post-warranty service
  - modernization and overhauls of equipment produced by REMIX S.A. and other manufacturers
  - sale of spare parts for heat treating and foundry

www.remixsa.pl
COMPANY VISION AND MISSION

Our main aim for the coming years is to strengthen REMIX position among competitors as a leading manufacturer of atmosphere and vacuum heat treatment equipment, galvanizing plants and melting furnaces for non-ferrous metals, as well as continuous improvement of the quality of our services.

Our vision is realized through:
- Individualized approach to the Customer
- Continuous improvement of our products and services
- R&D projects in HT technology
- Organization of work and optimization of Company costs
- Increasing personnel qualifications
- Effective management of manufacturing processes

BUSINESS PARTNERS

The experience gained through many years of company operation, now turns into comprehensive knowledge of the heat treatment market, and is reflected in the ability to provide prompt response to Customer needs in order to perfectly analyze and satisfy them. Our potential was recognized by AFC-HOLCROFT, an American HT equipment manufacturer. In 2012 we signed a partnership agreement which makes REMIX S.A. a sole representative of AFC-HOLCROFT on European markets.

We are the only company in Poland offering melting crucibles for non-ferrous metals and foundry accessories by German MAMMUT-WETRO GmbH. Our trade catalogue comprises a broad range of crucibles and foundry accessories for melting and storage of non-ferrous metal alloys, particularly aluminum, copper and zinc alloys.

In 2016 we became an exclusive representative of German NOXMAT GmbH for the Russian, Belarus, Ukrainian and domestic market. NOXMAT GmbH is a manufacturer of high capacity energy saving industrial gas burners, including the self-recuperative ones. REMIX represents NOXMAT GmbH in the area of sales, assembly and start-up services, warranty and post-warranty service as well as spare parts.
ATMOSPHERE HEAT TREATMENT EQUIPMENT

hardening, carburizing, carbonitriding, nitriding, annealing, tempering, preheating before forging and stamping

VACUUM HEAT TREATMENT EQUIPMENT

hardening, annealing, tempering, degassing, brazing, sintering, low pressure nitriding, low pressure carburizing

HEAT TREATMENT AND FOUNDRY EQUIPMENT
FOR ALUMINUM ALLOYS AND NON-FERROUS METALS

homogenizing, annealing, solution heat treatment, ageing, preheating, melting and holding, refining and aluminum alloys modification

GALVANIZING PLANTS

hot-dip galvanizing of the structures, hot-dip galvanizing of small details, high temperature hot-dip galvanizing, continuous galvanizing of wires and tubes, thermodiffusive galvanizing, chemicals for steel surface treating prior to galvanizing

SPARE PARTS, CRUCIBLES

spare parts for equipment produced by REMIX S.A. and other manufacturers

Individual customer orders

Carborundum (SiC) crucibles in quality range X, XO, XY

SERVICE

service and repairs, modernization and overhauls, periodic inspections

www.remixsa.pl

Take advantage of our experience, world’s giants have trusted us – YOU can also join them!
ATMOSPHERE HEAT TREATMENT EQUIPMENT

chamber furnaces | pit furnaces | continuous belt furnaces | roller hearth furnaces |
rotary hearth furnaces | car bottom furnaces | muffle furnaces | bell-type furnaces |
horizontal retort furnaces | furnace outfit | auxiliary equipment

Take advantage of our experience, world’s giants have trusted us – YOU can also join them!
Your target – our mutual success!

Our vision – your future!

VACUUM HEAT TREATMENT EQUIPMENT

H-type horizontal furnaces | V-type vertical furnaces | CB-type car bottom furnaces | TL top-loaded vertical furnaces | BL – bottom-loaded vertical furnaces | multichamber furnaces | special furnaces
CASTING AND NON-FERROUS METALS HEAT TREATMENT EQUIPMENT

chamber furnaces | pit furnaces | continuous furnaces | car bottom furnaces | special furnaces | continuous operation processing lines | automatic processing plants

crucible furnaces | shaft furnaces | bath furnaces | equipment for refining and modification of aluminum alloys | melted metal transport ladles | ladle heaters
Innovative galvanizing!

GALVANIZING LINES

hot-dip galvanizing lines | high temperature hot-dip galvanizing lines with centrifugal dryers | continuous galvanizing lines

plants and lines for thermodiffusive galvanizing | auxiliary equipment | modernizations and overhauls | chemicals for steel surface treating prior to the galvanizing
Action! Reaction! - Minimized downtime.

SPARE PARTS

heating elements made of resistance wire and resistance strip | sylite and tube heating elements | radiant tubes with dedicated heating inserts | cast outfit | pit furnace and generator retorts | muffles | welded load baskets | temperature sensors | ceramic materials
Quality thanks to experience!

CRUCIBLES AND FOUNDRY ACCESSORIES

Carborundum crucibles
- SiC – type X, used to melt and hold aluminum alloys in electric, gas and oil furnaces
- SiC – type XO, XY, used to melt heavy metal alloys and scrap aluminum

Graphite crucibles
designated for melting and holding aluminum alloys in electric furnaces (type IM)
and for melting and distilling zinc in induction furnaces
PROBLEM ?
WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU?

comprehensive modernization of heat treatment equipment, foundry processes and galvanizing plants | reconstruction and overhauls of processing lines | periodic inspections and service of equipment | regular monitoring of heat treatment equipment, foundry processes and galvanizing plants | equipment start-up at customer’s facilities